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W e  argue that uniform circuit complexity introduced by Borodin is a  reasonable model  of 
parallel complexity. Three main results are presented. First, we show that alternating Turing 
machines are also a  surprisingly good  model  of parallel complexity, by  showing that 
simultaneous size/depth of uniform circuits is the same as space/t ime of alternating Turing 
machines, with depth and  time within a  constant factor and  likewise log(size) and  space.  
Second,  we apply this to characterize NC, the class of polynomial size and  polynomial-in-log 
depth circuits, in terms of tree-size bounded  alternating TMs and  other models. In particular, 
this enables us  to show that context-free language recognit ion is in NC. Third, we investigate 
various definitions of uniform circuit complexity, showing that it is fairly insensitive to the 
choice of definition. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper  is principally motivated by an  interest in computational complexity of 
highly parallel computers. Recently, a  variety of abstract mode ls of such machines 
have been  proposed [6, 10, 13, 20, 24, 261. For several problems, very striking 
speedups are possible over conventional mode ls. For example, on  vector machines we 
can do  n  x n Boolean matrix mu ltiplication in log n  steps, transitive closure or 
context free language recognition in log2 n, or satisfiability in linear time  [ 19, 20, 22, 
23). Such exponential speedups serve to emphasize the potential utility of parallelism, 
but the results are unsatisfying in two respects. 
The  first problem is that we have ignored an  important factor-hardware size. For 
example, the linear time  satistiability algorithm requires exponentially long vectors. 
This seems just as impractical as an  exponential time  algorithm. Clearly, a  measure 
of both hardware size and  time  is needed.  
The  second problem is that the mu ltiplicity of mode ls makes mean ingful 
comparisons of results difficult. The  commonly used “unit cost” measure is 
particularly suspect. Go ldschlager’s Conglomerates [ 121  are a  very useful step 
toward clarifying this situation. We  feel our work extends his by providing a  more 
systematic treatment of parallel time  complexity with a  simultaneous restriction on  
hardware size. 
*This material is based  upon  work supported by  the National Science Foundat ion under  Grant 
MCS77-02474.  
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The combinational circuit model seems to address both the issues of size and time 
cost. Circuit depth provides the “time” measure. Size of circuits (number of gates) is 
a clear reflection of the hardware costs (although it may be somewhat pessimistic 
when depth is large -see [8]). Other models can be translated into circuits without 
too much difficulty, so comparisons are possible. 
One difftculty with the combinational circuit model is that it is non-uniform: unlike 
most machine models, where one machine handles problems of all sizes, we must 
provide a different circuit (perhaps radically different) for each different size input. A 
uniform family of circuits for some problem will be a family of circuits for which 
there is a computationally simple rule for constructing the various circuits. A prac- 
tical motivation for restricting attention to uniform families is given in the following 
example. 
Suppose we are given some variety of general purpose parallel machine M on 
which some problem A of interest is efficiently solvable by some algorithm P. In the 
foreseeable future, any implementation of M will be made from logic gates of some 
modest fan-in (say, 2). Consider the computation of algorithm P on M for all 
problem instances of size n. We can “unroll” these computations into some 
combinational circuit c, which represents just the subset of M’s hardware which 
comes into play for inputs of size n. The depth of c, seems an honest measure of the 
(worst case) running time of M, and the size of c, likewise measures the amount of 
hardware used in obtaining the running time. Clearly, a lower bound on the 
complexity of circuits for A is a lower bound for any algorithms for A on machine 
M. We can say even more: c, must be “easily” computable from n, since in some 
sense, c, is “constructed” by M in real time. Further, for most machines M it seems 
reasonable to suppose that the design of one version easily generalizes to larger 
versions, e.g., vector machines with million-bit vectors are not much harder to 
describe than ones with thousand-bit vectors. Thus the construction of c, seems no 
harder than the construction of M, which presumably is not too hard if M is a 
feasible machine architecture. Hence, bounds on the complexity of such “easily” 
constructible circuits are bounds on A. Perhaps more importantly, making the circuits 
“uniform in n” means that upper bounds on the circuit complexity give upper bounds 
for other models, too. Theorem 4 is one example of this. 
This notion of uniform circuit complexity was suggested by Borodin [2]. A dual 
notion due to Schnorr [25] makes the machines non-uniform instead, by giving them 
“oracles” depending on n. Our results apply equally well in this setting, as will be 
shown in Section 5. 
We are particularly interested in the class NC of functions computable by uniform 
circuits of polynomial size and “poly-log” (i.e., (log n)‘(l)) depth. Pippenger first 
identified NC as a class of interest, and obtained a surprising characterization of it 
[ 181 discussed below. NC is Cook’s [5] mnemonic for “Nick’s Class” in recognition 
of this contribution. 
There are several reasons for interest in NC. First, this class seems to encompass 
the functions for which dramatic speedups are possible on feasibly constructible 
parallel machines. Second, poly-log time may not be achievable in some applications, 
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say, due to machine architecture or I/O bottlenecks. However, existence of such rapid 
parallel algorithms for these problems implies that they are somehow decomposable 
into a large number of nearly independent subproblems. This degree of decom- 
posability suggests that these problems may admit a wide variety of efftcent parallel 
implementations, for example, covering a variety of parallel computer architectures, 
or allowing a broad spectrum of compromises between time and number of 
processors. Third, some problems of great practical importance are known to be in 
NC. One of the contributions of this paper is to develop some new tools. for showing 
membership in NC, and to apply these tools to other natural problems. 
Borodin has shown a large class of natural problems to be in NC, namely the class 
NSPACE(log n) of problems solvable in nondeterministic space O(log n), plus the 
class co-NSPACE(log n) of problems whose complements are in NSPACE(log n) 
(21. This class encompasses the bulk of the problems currently known to be in NC. It 
includes a wide variety of graph-theoretic problems which depend on existence of 
paths in graphs, such as transitive closure, bi- and k-connectivity, and shortest path. 
Other important problems such as sorting, matrix multiplication, and pattern 
matching are also in this class, in fact in DSPACE(log n). Only a few problems are 
known to be in NC but not known to be in (co-)NSPACE(log n). Until recently, 
matrix inversion and related problems [7] were the principal examples. 
A natural question about uniform circuit complexity is raised by the following 
correspondence between Turing machines and circuits, It is known that Turing 
machine time is polynomially related to circuit size, and likewise TM space to depth. 
Specifically [2, 15, 161, 
DTIME( L’J E uniform size (T log 7’) c DTIME( T log3 T), 
NSPACE(S) G uniform depth(S*) E DSPACE(S*). (1) 
Borodin [2] raised the question of whether simultaneous time and space on deter- 
m inistic TMs correspond to simultaneous size and depth of circuits. In particular, 
Cook [S] defined’ SC, the analog of NC, namely, the class of languages recognizable 
by deterministic TMs in polynomial time and poly-log space, and asked whether 
NC = SC. Transitive closure is in NC [2], and deterministic context-free languages 
are in SC [5 ], but Cook suggested that neither problem was in the other class, hence 
NC #SC. 
This paper contains three main results. One is that context-free languages are in 
NC. Some other interesting problems are shown to be in NC as well. These include 
the tree isomorphism problem and various “dynamic programming” problems such as 
ordering matrix multiplies and finding optimal binary search trees. These are among 
the few known examples of natural problems in NC which are not known to be in 
’ Cook’s term was PLOPS; SC is Pippenger’s mnemonic for “Steve’s Class.” in recognition of the 
contribution of [ 5 1. 
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(co-)NSPAC E(log n). We believe these results serve to highlight the imoortance of 
the NC class, since its study may lead to practical highly p&dlel algorithms for 
compiling and other important problems. This result, based on a simulation of tree- 
size bounded ATMs [22] and the characterization of NC given in Section 3 below, is 
presented in Section 4. 
(We remark that there is still evidence to support Cook’s conjecture that NC + SC. 
Specifically, at the risk of mnemonic confusion, we define the Narrow (Shallow) 
Circuit Value problem NCV (SCV) as the restriction of the circuit value problem 
[ 141 to circuits of polylog width (depth). Then SCV E NC and NCV E SC, but Paul 
and Tarjan [ 211 give evidence based on pebbling that SCV @ SC and Pippenger [ 1 B] 
gives similar evidence based on pebbling with auxiliary pushdowns that NCV FG NC.) 
Returning to the question raised by (1) above, Pippenger [ 171 has previously 
obtained a very interesting characterization of NC in terms of simultaneously 
restricted Turing machine resources, but not time and space as expected. Instead he 
has shown that NC equals polynomial time and poly-log head reversals. 
Our second main result, given in Section 3, is to give a new characterization of 
NC. We show that simultaneous size and depth do correspond to simultaneous space 
and time, but of alternating TMs. More precisely uniform circuit size Z(n) and depth 
D(n) = alternating space log Z(n) and time D(n). Note that depth becomes ATM 
time, not space as with DTMs. Thus the previously observed time/size and 
space/depth relationships are a manifestation of the known DTM-time/ATM-space 
and DTM(NTM)-space/ATM-time relations. As [ 121 illustrates, a polynomial 
connection between time on two different parallel models is common. Equivalence 
within a constant factor while simultaneously restricting size/space suggests a more 
fundamental connection. It is only a slight exaggeration to say that an ATM is a 
uniform circuit and vice versa. 
In Section 4 we also give characterizations of NC in terms of other alternating TM 
resources, and in terms of auxiliary pushdown machines 141. These results, like [ 171, 
have the virtue of providing radically different frameworks in with to explore the 
development of efficient parallel algorithms. 
Our third main result is of a more technical nature. Part of the definition of 
uniform circuits is the uniformity condition, which specifies what we mean by an 
“easily constructible” circuit. Nearly a dozen different delinitions have appeared in 
the literature, but little attempt has been made to relate them. In Section 2 we 
consider several uniformity conditions and show that the circuit complexity of a 
language is relatively insensitive to the choice of uniformity condition. NC is 
particularly robust, being unchanged through a very wide range of definitions. At the 
“low-end” of NC, however, i.e., for depths o(log* n), the definition is more critical. 
We propose definitions which are more suitable for this complexity range. 
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2. UNIFORM CIRCUITS: DEFINITIONS AND ROBUSTNESS 
We assume familiarity with deterministic and non-deterministic Turing machines 
(DTMs and NTMs, resp.). We will also be using alternating Turing machines 
(ATMs) 161. 
ATMs are a generalization of nondeterministic Turing machines described infor- 
mally as follows. The states are partioned into “existential” and “universal” states. 
As with an NTM, we can view a computation of an ATM as a tree of configurations. 
A tree is a computation tree of an ATM M  on a string w if its nodes are labeled with 
configurations of M  on w, such that the descendants of any non-leaf labeled by a 
universal (existential) configuration include all (resp., one) of the successors of that 
configuration. A full computation tree includes all successors of each non-leaf node. 
A computation tree is accepting if it is finite and all the leaves are accepting 
configurations. M  accepts w if there is an accepting computation tree whose root is 
labeled with the initial configuration of M  on w. Notice that for ATMs with only 
existential states, acceptance is essentially the same as for NTMs. We assume that 
ATMs have an end-marked, read-only input tape. 
We will use a “random access input” variation of ATMs similar to that defined in 
(6 1. In this model the ATM has no “input head.” Instead it has a special “index” tape 
and a special “read” state. Whenever it enters the read state with “a, i” written on the 
index tape, it halts, and accepts if and only if the ith input symbol is “a.” It is not 
hard to show that there is only a constant loss in space and time when converting to 
this normal form, assuming space and time at least log n. 
An ATM uses time T(n) (space s(n)) if for all accepted inputs of length n there is 
an accepting computation tree of height <T(n) (each of whose nodes is labeled 
by a configuration using space <S(n)). As usual, we denote the class of 
languages accepted by ATMs within space O(s(n)) by ASPACE(S(n)), and 
similarly for NSPACE, DSPACE, ATIME, NTIME, and DTIME. Likewise, 
ASPACE, TZME(S(n), T(n)) denotes languages accepted by ATMs running in space 
O(s(n)) and time O(T(n)) simultaneously, and similarly for other simultaneous pairs 
of resource bounds. More formal definitions of ATMs, configurations, etc., may be 
found in 161. 
A combinational circuit is a directed acyclic graph, where each node (gate) has 
indegree d < 2, and is labeled by some Boolean function of d variables, or has 
indegree 0 and is labeled by “x” (an input). Nodes with outdegree 0 are outputs. We 
will mainly consider circuits with one output, although the results can be generalized 
easily. 
Throughout this paper, we will be considering a family C = (c, , c, ,...) of circuits, 
where c, has n inputs and one output. We will assume the gates of c, are numbered 
so that gate 0 is the output and gates l,..., n are the inputs. We further restrict the 
gate numbering so the largest gate number is (Z(n))““‘, where Z(n) is the size of c,!. 
so the gate numbers coded in binary have length O(log Z(n)). 
The family C recognizes A c {O, l}* if for each n, c, recognizes A(“) = A n (0, 1 }‘I, 
i.e., the value of c, on input x, ,..., x, E (0, 1 } is 1 iff x, .. . x, E: A. If c, has at most 
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Z(n) gates and depth T(n), then the size and depth complexity of C is Z(n) and r(n). 
A language A is of size and depth complexity Z(n) and T(n) if there is a family of 
circuits of the corresponding complexity which recognizes A. 
Circuit complexity as defined above has the obvious problem that there are 
arbitrarily difficult languages with trivial circuit complexities. For example, take any 
language L, even a nonrecursive one, where for each n either all or no strings of 
length n are in L. Borodin [2] has suggested avoiding this problem by considering 
only families of circuits which are uniformly constructible, i.e., c, is “easily” deter- 
mined from n. 
The definition of “easy” obviously affects the circuit complexity of problems. If 
our uniformity condition is too strong, i.e., we demand that the circuits be very easy 
to compute, then the circuits may correspond to unrealistically simple parallel 
computers. On the other hand, if it is too weak, we may trivialize the theory by 
putting most of the computational power into the circuit constructor, rather than the 
circuit. The example in the preceding paragraph illustrates this effect. In this case, the 
depth of the circuit does not reveal anything about the complexity of the language. 
Note, however, that this phenomenon sets in far below the level of non-recursive sets: 
EXAMPLE 1. For any T(n) 2 n and any A in DSPACE(T(n)) we can construct 
in space T(n) a circuit recognizing A (n) of depth at most T(n), in fact one of depth n. 
This can be done since every n-ary Boolean function has a disjunctive normal form 
expression of depth at most n, which can be computed in space r(n) by testing all 
strings of length n for membership in A(“). 
One of the difficulties with formulating a useful notion of uniformity is that there 
are a myriad of plausible definitions, between the two extremes mentioned above, but 
no concrete basis for choosing one over antoher. We feel one of our contributions is 
to show that uniform circuit complexity is fairly insensitive to changes in the 
definition of uniformity. For example, NC is identical under a wide range of 
uniformity conditions. This leaves us free to choose those definitions which are 
easiest to apply, and/or give the sharpest theorems. This is exactly what we will do in 
Section 3. In the remainder of this section, we will consider five different definitions 
of uniformity and illustrate that the class of uniform circuits is relatively insensitive 
to the choice of definition. 
DEFINITION. Let C = (cl, c2 ,...) b e a family of circuits. The standard encoding F” 
of c, is the string of 4-tuples of the form [g, t, g,, gR] where gate number g’s 
left(right) input is the output of gate number g, (gR) and g is a t-gate, 
t E {x, A, v, -,**.} (g, omitted for 7 gates, etc.). 
(Gates need not be numbered or listed in topological order, as is sometimes 
required). 
DEFINITION. The family C = (c, , c2 ,... ) of size and depth complexity Z(n), 
T(n) is U,-uniform (U,,-uniform) if the mapping n -+ E, is computable by a DTM 
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in space T(n) (resp. space log Z(n)). Also, for X = U, or U,,, let 
X-SIZE, DEPTZ-Z(Z(n)), r(n)) denote the class of languages recognizable by X- 
uniform circuits of size and depth complexity O(Z(n)) and O(T(n)). 
U, is the definition of Borodin [ 21. U,, is the definition of Borodin and Cook [ 5). 
Note that r(n) is always >/log Z(n), so U,c-uniform implies U,-uniform. 
Note that in this and subsequent definitions of uniformity, the complexities of the 
“uniformity TMs” are given in terms of n, the number of circuit inputs, rather than 
the more customary convention using the length of the TM’s input. For our 
applications, this parameterization in terms of “n” seems more natural. 
Cook’s definition of NC is the following, although we will see that the precise 
definition usually is not critical (although NCck’ for k < 2 is more fragile). 
DEFINITION. 
NC = U,,-SIZE, DEPTH(n”“, logo’%), 
NCck’ = U,,-SIZE, DEPTH(n”“, logk n) 
Defining uniformity in terms of the complexity of constructing the standard 
encoding is very natural. However, it is quite inconvenient for our purposes since our 
simulations will have neither the time to generate the standard encoding, nor the 
space to store it. Therefore, we take a different, but we feel equally natural, approach 
to defining uniformity. Namely, we will define it on terms of the complexity of 
computing local connection properties of the circuit, rather than the global 
connection pattern given by the standard encoding. This approach is essentially that 
take by Goldschlager [ 121, although ours differs in certain technical ways. 
Let C = (c, ,...) be a family of circuits. If g is any gate in c, and p E {L, R}*, let 
g(p) denote the gate reached by following the path p of inputs to g. For example, g(c) 
is g, g(L) is g’s left input, g(U) is g’s left input’s right input, etc. 
DEFINITION. The direct connection language of the family C, L,, is the set of 
strings of the form (n, g, p, y) n, g E {0, I)*, p E {E, L, R}, y E {x, A, V, 7 ,... } U  
(0, 1 }* such that in c, either (i) p = E and gate g is a y-gate, y E (x, A, V, 7,...), or 
(ii) p # E and gate g(p) is numbered y, y E {0, 1 }*. The extended connection 
language L,, is as above, except p E {L, R}* and 1 pj ,< log Z(n). 
Thus the direct connection language encodes the type of each gate, and the names 
of its immediate predecessors. The extended connection language encodes this infor- 
mation for all predecessors within distance log Z(n). We include the direct connection 
language for its simplicity, but we will mainly use the extended language. The 
extended connection language is obviously the harder of the two to recognize, but it 
turns out to be easy enough for our purposes, and the extra flexibility provided by 
having paths of length > 1 will be useful. 
DEFINLTION. The family C = (c,, c,,...) of size and depth Z(n), T(n) is 
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U,-uniform if there is a DTM recognizing L,, which on inputs of the form (n, -, -, -> 
takes time O(log Z(n)). Similarly, C is U,-uniform (U,,-uniform) if there is a DTM 
(ATM) recognizing L EC in time log Z(n) (resp. time O(T(n)) and space O(log Z(n))). 
Again, note that the TM complexity is parameterized by the number of circuit 
inputs, not the length of the TM’s inputs. 
U, and U,, are the two definitions we will use in Section 3. Of our definitions, 
these give the sharpest forms of our theorems. We also feel that they are no harder to 
use than the other definitions. We invite the reader to convince himself that, say, the 
standard size n3, depth log n Boolean matrix multiplication circuit is U,-uniform. 
Some discussion of the five definitions is now in order. (See Fig. 1.) Our efficient 
simulation of circuits in the next section hinges on being able to rapidly follow a path 
of moderate length (log Z(n)) in the circuit. Uniformity condition Us is the strongest 
of the definitions in this respect. Intuitively, it says that a circuit is U,-uniform only if 
a DTM can follow such a path using an average of 0( 1) time for each step in the 
path. Condition U, is weaker (i.e., fits more circuits). It fallows the DTM to use time 
O(log Z) per step. Condition U,, is weaker still, allowing time polynomial in Z per 
step but still within space log Z. Condition U, even allows non-polynomial time (if 
T= o(log Z)). Condition U,, significantly weakens U, in a different way. Namely, it 
allows the path-following to be done by an ATM rather than a DTM, and also allows 
more time (T versus log Z), but again within log Z space. 
The difftculty of simulating circuits uniform according to the various definitions 
increases roughly in the way indicated above, but not nearly as drastically as might 
be expected. The following lemmas show this. 
The first lemma shows that the connection languages have exactly the same space 
complexity as the standard encoding function. 
LEMMA 1. For S(n) = Q(iog Z(n)) the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) n --t FR is kmputable in DSPACE(S(n)). 
(2) LEC is recognizable in DSPACE(S(n)). 
(3) LDC is recognizable in DSPACE(S(n)). 
%C 
if T 1 IogZ- loglog 
FIG. 1. Relationships among uniformity conditions. 
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ProoJ: (1) * (2): to decide whether (n, g, p, v) E L,, simulate the DTM which 
computes n + C, until it outputs [ g, t, g, , ga] for some t, g,, g, . Then if p = E accept 
if t = JJ. Otherwise let p = Hp’ with H E {L, R}. If p’ = E then accept if g, =.v. 
otherwise restart as if the input were (n, g,, p’, y). 
(2) =a (3): immediate. 
(3) * (1): we can test whether there is a gate numbered g in c, by testing 
whether there is some y E (x, A, V,...} for which (n, g, E, y) E L,,. Given that g 
exists, we find, e.g., its left input by testing (n, g, L, gL) E L,, for g, = 0, 1, 2 ,... , The 
quadruple [g, y, g,, gR) can then be added to the output. This process is repeated for 
g = 0 to maxgateno, where maxgateno is initially 0 and is increased whenever a g,. or 
g, is discovered as above which is larger than the current maxgateno. Since gate 0 is 
the unique “sink” in the graph, this process will eventually find all gates. u 
We believe use of the connection languages rather than the standard encoding will 
simplify proofs of uniformity in many cases. Lemma 1 serves to show that the two 
formalisms are equivalent. For example, 
COROLLARY. C is U,,-uniform zpLDc and L,, have space complexity log Z(n). 
The next lemma gives a fast alternating time acceptor for L,,. given one for L,,. 
LEMMA 2. Zf L,, E ASPACE, TIME(log Z(n), R(n)) then L,, E ASPACE. 
TIME(log Z(n), R(n) + log Z(n) . loglog Z(n)). 
Proof (Sketch). Use a divide and conquer method similar to Savitch’s theorem: 
guess the gate number at the m iddle of the path, and recursively verify both halves of 
the path. At the bottom level, verify a one step path using L,,. The path length is 
log 2. so the number of levels of recursion is log log Z. Each level takes time log 2 to 
write the guessed gate name and update the path. 1 
These results and known time/space complexity results give the following 
relationships between the various uniformity conditions. 
THEOREM 1 (see Fig. 1). For any family C = (c, ,...) of circuits 
(1) U,-uniform z- U,-uniform * U,,-uniform 3 U,-uniform. 
(2) U,-uniform * U,,-uniform * U,-uniform. 
(3) if T(n) > log’ Z(n) then U,,-uniform 5 U,.-uniform. 
(4) if T(n) > log Z(n) . log log Z(n) then U,,-uniform => U,.-uniform. 
Note that for any family of circuits 7’(n) > log Z(n) due to the indegree 2 
restriction. Thus the conditions on (3) and (4) are restrictive, but not overly 
restrictive. 
This result deals with a particular family of circuits. A more interesting question is 
the circuit complexity of a given language with respect to the various definitions. 
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Since Theorem 1 shows that U, is the strongest of the definitions, we will show that 
there is little or no complexity increase in converting to a U,-uniform circuit. 
THEOREM 2. Let Z(n) and T(n) be any finctions such that Z(n) = r?‘), 
T(n) = O(log n) and log Z(n) and T(n) are computable by a DTM given input n (in 
binary) in time O(log Z(n)). Then fir X = UBc, U,, or U,, , if language A has X- 
uniform size and depth complexity Z(n) and T(n), then it has U,-uniform complexity: 
(1) Z”“(n) and O(T(n)), if Xis II,,, 
(2) Z”‘)(n) and O(max(T(n), log Z(n) . log log Z(n))), if X is U, , 
(3) Zo”‘(n) and O(max(T(n), log* Z(n))), if Xis U,,. 
ProoJ Part (1) is a simple corollary of the results we will present in Section 3. 
Parts (2) and (3) follow from (1) and Theorem 1 by (if necessary) padding the 
circuits’ depths sufficiently to make them U,,-uniform. The constructibility condition 
on Z and T derives from the one in Theorem 3. Actually the exact computation of 
log Z(n) is unnecessary; if suffices to be able to construct any function which is 
O(log Z(n)). 
The theorem shows that circuits uniform by any definition in the broad range 
between U, (deterministic space and time log Z) and U,* (alternating space log Z 
and time r> can be translated to U,-uniform ones with at most a constant loss in 
depth, and a polynomial loss in size. Note that this includes the Borodin-Cook 
definition in the important case where T= O(log2 Z). Even when T= o(log* Z), the 
loss in depth is small. Furthermore, we have: 
COROLLARY. NC is the same class under definitions U,, U,, U,, , and U,*. 
Further, for k > 2 NCck’ is identical under these four definitions. 
In fact “ASPACE-TIME(log n, logo”’ n)-uniform” still does not change NC. As we 
will see, NC is characterized by this alternating space-time class, so, loosely 
speaking, this statement asserts the closure of NC under “NC-uniformity.” 
Unfortunately U,-uniformity does not seem to share these properties. All we can 
say is that U,-uniform depth T is between alternating time T and deterministic space 
T [2]. The fact that it equals deterministic space T for T> n (Example 1) makes us 
suspect that it is too weak a condition to use when size is of interest as well as depth. 
(Ref. [2] was only concerned with uniform depth.) Similarly, U, and U,, may be too 
weak to usefully define NC (k) for k < 2. For example, as defined, NC’{’ is the class of 
circuits of log depth constructed by DTMs in log space. It is generally believed that 
log space is more powerful than uniform log depth, so this definition gives the 
undesirable situation of a circuit constructor which is (apparently) more powerful 
than the circuit being constructed. Either U, or U,, seems preferable in this range. 
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3. CIRCUITS AND ALTERNATING TURING MACHINES 
Of the parallel machine models mentioned in Section 1, the one which probably 
has been studied the most is the alternating Turing machine. However, most of its 
applications to date have been in “traditional,” rather than parallel complexity. As a 
parallel model, it seems to suffer the problems mentioned in Section I (and more). It 
is not obvious how to “implement” an ATM; nor how much hardware it would take; 
nor whether unit cost is appropriate when arbitrarily long tapes need to be duplicated 
at V- or j-branches; etc. Furthermore, tape memory as an architectural feature of a 
modern computer is quaint, at best. In spite of these apparent objections, our main 
theorems show that ATMs and uniform circuits are very closely related. Indeed, we 
m ight say that an ATM is a uniform circuit. 
THEOREM 3. Assume T(n) and S(n) = sl(log n) are computable by a DTit4 with 
input n (in binary) in time O(S(n)). Then ouer the input alphabet {O, 1 } 
ASPACE, TIME(S(n), T(n)) s U,-SIZE, DEPTH(2°‘S’““, T(n)). 
Proof The circuit will have gates labeled (t, a) for 0 < t < T(n) and a a 
configuration of the ATM using space S(n). The output gate is (0, a,), where a, is 
the initial configuration. Normally, the gate type (A, V) is the same as for the 
configuration a (V, 3) and the inputs to (t, a) are (t + 1,/I) such that a k 8. One 
exception to this rule occurs when t + 1 > T(n) or when /I uses space >S(n), in which 
case (t + 1, /3) is replaced by the constant 0. The other exception is when a contains 
the special “read” state with “a, i” on its index tape. In this case gate (t, a) is 
“a = input i.” 
Note that the depth of this circuit is exactly T(n) and its size is T(n) times the 
number of possible configurations within space S(n) which is 2’(‘(“)). (As with 
DTMs and NTMs, for ATMs T(n) < number of possible configurations, hence 
~2°‘s’““.) 
Consider the full computation tree of the ATM with all nodes at depth >,T(n) + 1 
and all nodes using space > S(n) + 1 considered to be rejecting. By definition the 
ATM accepts within time T(n) and space S(n) if and only if there is an accepting 
subtree of this moditied computation tree (rooted at the initial configuration). It is 
easy to show by induction on t that a node labeled a at depth t in this computation 
tree is the root of an accepting subtree if and only if gate (t, a) has value 1 in our 
circuit. Thus the circuit recognizes the same language as the ATM. 
With appropriate codings of gate names, it is not hard to see that L,, is 
recognizable in time O(S(n)) on a DTM: given (n, g, p, x), decode g as (t, a), then 
simulate the ATM transitions starting at a, following path p. By assumption, S(n) 
and T(n) are computable given n in time O(S(n)), so the DTM can also recognize 
those cases where the path p reaches past depth T(n) or space S(n). # 
We remark that the factor of T(n) in the size of the circuit constructed above may 
be eliminated in the common case where the ATM explicitly halts within T(n) steps, 
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and is “non-looping”; i.e., a t-+ a is impossible. The resulting circuit has size (and 
width, [17]) equal to the number of configurations of the ATM in space S(n). 
THEOREM 4. For T(n) = Q(log n), and Z(n) = nq”’ 
U,,-SIZE, DEPTH(Z(n), T(n)) c ASPACE, TIME(log Z(z), T(n)). 
Proof: Let C = (c,, cz,... ) be the family of circuits recognizing A. We construct 
an ATM M which nondeterministically guesses successive gates on paths through a 
circuit c, uses its 3, V, 1 states to simulate V, A, T gates, and in parallel simulates a 
recognizer for L,, to verify that c is c,. M can “name” gates rapidly since e.g., the 
left input of g(p) is g(p . L). Thus at most time T(n) is needed to “traverse” a path in 
the circuit. Similarly, space log Z(n) is sufftcient, since a name g(p), where 
Ip( = log Z, can be shortened by guessing h, verifying h = g(p), then replacing g(p) 
by h(E)- 
This algorithm is specified more precisely by the following recursive “circuit 
value” procedure. CV(n, g, p) will accept if and only if gate g(p) in circuit c, has 
value 1. Assume that M’ is an ATM accepting L,, in time r(n) and space log Z(n). 
Step 1. If the length of p = log Z(n), guess an integer h, then split at a universal 
state doing both of the following; otherwise proceed to Step 2. 
Step la. Check that h = g(p), by running M’ on (n, g, p, h). 
Step lb. Set g to h, p to E and proceed with the following. 
Step 2. Guess the type t E: {x, A, V, 1 ,... } of gate g(p), then universally do both 
of the following. 
Step 2a. Check that g(p) is of type t by guessing h, then running M’ on both 
(n, g, P, h) and (n, h, E, t). 
Step 2b. Evaluate gate g(p) by: 
(i) If t = “x” then guess 1 < h ,< n, check that g(p) = h, read input h and 
halt, accepting if and only if it was a 1. 
(ii) Otherwise, recursively evaluate gate g(p); e.g., if t = “A” then do 
CV(n, g, p * L) and CV(n, g, p * R). 
It is easy to show by induction on the depth of gate g(p) that CV(n, g, p) accepts 
if and only if g(p) has value 1. The complete simulation begins by guessing and 
verifying n, then calling CV(n, 0, E), which accepts if and only if the circuit has 
output 1. 
The space used is easily seen to be O(log Z(n)). The timing analysis is a little 
trickier. First, note that Steps la, 2a, and 2b(i) are not recursive. Thus they 
contribute to the total running time of A4 by at most an additive term of T(n), 
log Z(n) + T(n) or T(n) + log n, respectively. The maximum depth of recursion is 
r(n), since Step Zb(ii) reduces the depth of the gate being considered by at least one 
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per recursive level. Step Zb(ii) takes time 0( 1) per recursive level, hence O(T(n)) in 
total. Step 1 (excluding la) takes time O(log Z(n)) on one out of every log Z(n) 
consecutive levels and takes time O(1) on all the others (since ]p] increases by only 1 
per call). Thus Step I averages 0( 1) per level. This gives an overall time of O(T(n)). 
No “constructibility” conditions are needed on Z or T  since the ATM non- 
deterministically selects appropriate values. fl 
These results are sharp enough to suggest another way of defining uniform circuits. 
We m ight say C is a uniform circuit if and only if C is the computation graph of an 
ATM. This has the advantage of eliminating the need to discuss the complexity of the 
circuit constructor as distinct from the complexity of the circuit. Even if one is 
unwilling to accept this as a definition of uniform circuits, it is certainly a sufficient 
condition, which may often simplify proofs of uniformity. In particular, Theorems 3. 
4, and 1 give the following useful result. 
COROLLARY 1. For all k > 2, NCtk’ = ASPACE, TIME(log n, logk n). 
Notice that this equality probably does not hold for k < 2 since NC is defined in 
terms of U,, (i.e., log space) uniformity. By Theorems 3 and 4 the equality would 
extend to all k > 1 if instead NC were defined via U, or U,. uniformity. Stated 
another way, the theorems show that these “circuit constructors” are no more 
powerful than the circuits they construct, which seems not to be true of the other 
uniformity conditions considered in Section 2. Thus, the U, or U,, definitions seem 
more appropriate for defining and investigating NCck’, k < 2. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
A few interesting corollaries of the theorems are given below. Known relationships 
among some of the complexity classes discussed are summarized in Fig. 2. The first 
corollary gives the space/depth result of 121. (We could also give a time/size result, 
but it is not as sharp as ] 151.) 
COROLLARY 2 (cf. 121). 
NSPACE(S(n)) E ASPACE, TIME(S(n), S’(n)) (161); 
c U&SIZE, DEPTH(2°‘S’““, s’(n)) (Theorem 3); 
G U,-SIZE, DEPTH(2°‘S’““, s’(n)) (Theorem 1); 
c U,-DEPTH@*(n)) (Immediate); 
c DSPACE(S*(n)) (121). 
The containment of CFLs in NC and several interesting characterizations of NC 
follow from results about the “tree-size” complexity of ATM computations 122 ], 
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FOG. 2. Relations among some complexity classes. 
“alternation” complexity of ATMs [6], and about auxiliary pushdown automata {4]. 
We recall the relevant definitions and results here. 
DEFINITION. A language L is accepted by an alternating Turing machine M  
within simultaneous tree-size bound Z(n) and space bound S(n) if for every string w 
of length n in L there is at least one accepting computation tree for M  on w of size 
(number of nodes) Z(n), each node of which is labeled by a configuration using space 
S(n). Further, for w ~5 L there is no accepting computation tree. 
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DEFINITION. An ATM is A(n) alternation bounded if for each accepted input of 
length n there is an accepting computation tree in which each root-leaf path has at 
most A(n) alternations between universal and existential states. 
We observe that Theorem 4.5 of [6], attributed therein to Borodin, can be 
stengthened as follows: 
PROPOSITION 1. 
ASPACE, ALTERNATION(S(n), A(n)) 
c ASPACE, TIME(S(n), S(n) . (S(n) + A(n))). 
DEFINITION. An auxiliary pushdown automaton (AuxPDA) is a space-bounded 
Turing machine with an additional worktape which is constrained to operate as a 
pushdown store. Space on the pushdown is not included in the machine’s space 
bound. 
THEOREM 5 1221. 
(1) CFL E ASPACE, TREESIZE(log n, no(‘)). 
(2) ASPACE, TREESIZE(S(n), ZO”‘(n)) 
= NauxPDA-SPACE, TIME@(n), Z”“(n)). 
(3) ASPACE, TREESIZE(S(,n), Z’(‘)(n)) c ASPACE, TIME@(n), S(n) . log Z(n)). 
These results, coupled with Theorems 3 and 4, give the following interesting 
characterizations of NC. 
COROLLARY 3. 
(I) NC = ASPACE, TIME(log n, logo( 
(2) NC = ASPACE, ALTERNATION(log n, logo( 
(3) NC = ASPACE, TREESIZE(log n, 2’og0”‘n). 
(4) NC = NauxPDA-SPACE, TIME(log n, 2’0go(““). 
(5) NC = DauxPDA-SPACE, TIME(log n, 2’0g0”“7. 
ProoJ It suffices to show for all k > 1 that: 
(a) NCck’ c DauxPDA-SPACE, TIME(log n, 2’Og*“). 
(b) s NauxPDA-SPACE, TIME(log n, 2’““““). 
(4 = ASPACE, TREESIZE(log n, Ziogs”). 
(4 C_ ASPACE, ALTERNATION(log n, logk n). 
(e> c ASPACE, TIME(log n, log“+’ n). 
(f 1 = NC’k+ 1). 
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Containment (a) holds since a circuit’s value may be computed by a deterministic 
auxPDA in space log n and time exponential in the circuit’s depth by doing a depth- 
first search from the output node. Further, for all k > 1, DauxPDA-SPACE, 
TIME(log n, 2’Ogkn) is sufficient to generate the encoding of an NCck’ circuit whether 
uniformity is defined as UBc, U,,, U,, or U,* (but probably not 17,). Containment 
(b) is immediate. Equality (c) is Theorem 5, part 2. Containment (d) is implicit in the 
direct simulation of tree-size by time in ([22], or Theorem 5, part 3 above). 
Containment (e) follows from Proposition 1 above. Equality (f) follows from 
Corollary 1. I 
These results also show membership of some interesting language families in NC, 
namely, the log-space hierarchy ZF” [6] which is analogous to the polynomial time 
hierarchy [27], and context-free languages. 
COROLLARY 4. 
(1) Uk Z:lpg c NC”‘. 
(2) CFL c NC’*‘. 
(3) DCFL E NC’*’ n SC”‘. 
Proof. Statement (1) follows from Proposition 1 and Corollary 1; (2) follows 
from Theorem 5 parts 1 and 3, and Corollary 1; (3) follows from (2) and [5] in 
which the containment of DCFL in SC’*’ is shown. I 
The size of the CFL circuit given by the above simulations is >n”. This can be 
improved to about rz6 by a more direct simulation. This is still too large to be of 
much practical utility. Further size reductions, even at the expense of some increase 
in depth, would be of interest. Our result at least raises the possibility that more prac- 
tical parallel algorithms may be feasible. 
The membership of CFLs in NC implies fast parallel algorithms for some other 
problems. First, several other families of formal languages are known to be log-space 
reducible to context-free languages, and hence are in NC also [9, 28, 291. Second, 
Goldschlager [ 1 l] has shown that a certain class of dynamic programming 
algorithms may be implemented on auxiliary PDAs in log n space and polynomial 
time, hence are also in NC. Problems solvable by such algorithms include 
constructing optimal binary search trees and finding a minimal cost ordering for a 
chain of matrix multiplies [ 11, 11. Both results are under the assumption that the 
input numbers are small- O(log n) bits for inputs of length iz. A third problem is the 
tree isomorphism problem (cf, e.g., [ 1, 31) for trees of small degree (O(log n)). A 
log n space auxiliary PDA can solve this problem in polynomial time by doing a 
depth-first search of one tree, while in parallel traversing the other, nondeter- 
ministically choosing an ordering of the descendants of each node. Small degree 
allows the PDA to insure that it has visited all descendants exactly once. Subtree 
isomorphism and some automorphism questions may be tested similarly. 
The characterizations of NC given above should provide a powerful tool for 
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studying parallel complexity. These results involve radically different models, giving 
us radically different viewpoints for design of efficient parallel algorithms. Each has 
its own virtues. For instance, the key step in showing that context-free languages were 
in NC involved simulating a tree-size bounded alternating Turing machine by a small 
space and small time bounded one. Obviously we could have simulated an auxiliary 
pushdown automaton, instead. However, we believe the simplicity of the tree 
structure was a significant conceptual aid in solving this problem. For some other 
purposes, the auxiliary pushdown automaton may be the preferable model. It is a 
sequential model which is natural for writing recursive or backtracking programs. 
Even pushdown automata which use super-polynomial time (2’@ ““) yield efficient 
parallel algorithms. Likewise, Pippenger’s characterization of NC as D-TIME. 
REVERSAL (no’“, logo”’ n) [ 171 has yet another set of strengths which may make it 
very useful for certain problems. For instance, it is the only one of the charac- 
terizations which does not place severe restrictions on space. We hope that these tools 
will provide important insights leading to practical new parallel algorithms. 
5. NON-UNIFORM CIRCUIT COMPLEXITY 
Another approach for studying the connection between circuit and Turing machine 
complexity has been discussed in the literature. This involves relating non-uniform 
circuit families to non-uniform Turing machines, i.e., TMs with “oracles” [ 2. 17, 25 1. 
Our results also apply in this formulation. (The terminology below follows [ 171.) 
DEFINITION. A non-uniform ATM M  is at ATM with a specially designated 
“query” state and a designated “query” worktape. There are no transitions out of the 
query state. For any language B, a configuration of M  containing the query state with 
y on the query tape is accepting modulo B if and only if y E B. The language accepted 
by M  modulo B is then defined in the obvious way. M ’s space bound includes space 
on the query tape. We denote by, e.g., ASPACE(S(n)) (non-uniform) the set of 
languages accepted in Space 0(S(n)) by non-uniform ATMs modulo B for some B. 
The non-uniform analog of Theorems 3 and 4 is the following. 
THEOREM 6. 
SIZE-DEPTH(Z”“(n), Z-(n)) 
= A-SPACE, TIME(log Z(n), T(n)) (non-uniform). 
Proof. Simulation of non-uniform ATMs by circuits is as in the proof of 
Theorem 3, except that gates representing queries are “wired” to 0 or 1, depending on 
the contents of the query tape. Simulation of circuits by non-uniform ATMs is as in 
the proof of Theorem 4 except that questions about L,, are answered directly by the 
oracle. 1 
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6, CONCLUSION 
We have attempted to motivate uniform circuit complexity as a realistic model of 
parallel computation. Uniform circuit complexity was shown to be fairly insensitive 
to our definitions. We have shown that simultaneous size and depth of circuits is very 
closely related to simultaneous space and time on alternating Turing machines. This 
rather surprisingly makes ATMs a realistic model of parallel computation, too. We 
think this result gives a useful new perspective on the connection between TM 
time/space and circuit size/depth. We have given several new characterizations of 
NC, which we believe corresponds to the class of problems for which substantial 
speedups are possible on implementible parallel machines. We have also extended the 
list of natural problems known to be in NC to include context-free language 
recognition and related problems. We hope our techniques will be useful in extending 
this list to other problems of practical importance. 
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